Monitoring starvation-induced reactive oxygen species formation.
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are potentially harmful to cells because of their ability to oxidize cell constituents such as DNA, proteins, and lipids. However, at low levels, and under tight control, this feature makes them excellent modifiers in a variety of signal transduction pathways, including autophagy. Autophagy was traditionally associated with oxidative stress, acting in the degradation of oxidized proteins and organelles. Recently, a signaling role was suggested for ROS in the regulation of autophagy, leading, under different circumstances, either to survival or to death. To study the effects of ROS on this pathway, one must determine the localization, intensity, kinetics, and essentiality of the oxidative signal in autophagy. Moreover, once characterized, detection and manipulation of ROS formation could be used to monitor and control autophagic activity. In this chapter we discuss methods to examine ROS in the context of autophagy.